
"It's good to have high-quality competition;  

It helps drive research forward at a faster pace."  
 

 
 

Ralli International School aims to make its pupils grow in a competitive environment 
which not only leads them to learn collaboration but also let the habit be ingrained in 
their personality for ever.  
Competitions lead to experience diverse avenues & a versatile young personality is 
created. We give a plethora of chances in multiple fields to our students to select from 
& showcase their skills. They even get chances to experiment something new if they 
wish to with the support & guidance of our expert mentors. The school has always 
motivated a healthy lifestyle for everyone and has promoted the students for the 
wholesome participation in all the extra curriculum activities.  
 

"The ability to learn faster than your competitors may be only sustainable 

competitive advantage." 

 



The healthy competitions teach the students for the survival skills which the life 
demands. The students learn various life skills throughout the year with various events 
like- Kavita Vachan, Spin a Yarn (Story Writing), English/ Hindi debates, Hindi/ English 
Creative Writing, Inter house Solo Dance Competition, Spellathon, Slogan Writing, IT 
integrated competitions, Thespian talent rounds, Science Quiz, Rubik Cube Competition 
etc. This brings out their creativity & guides them to not to squander the resources of 
the nation. They rather aim to be the alchemists for the society with such wide range of 
events. 
 
The school aims in provision of golden opportunities to sharpen the skills of students 
through participation in these events. The competitive events encourage excellence in 
oratory skills, designing, and leadership skills. Art, drama, music and dance are the 
regular disciplines but the challenging and zealous inter-house events provide a 
platform to execute the passions of the pupils.   
 
Our events have always evolved and chiseled the true potential of our students. The 
teachers diligently prepare the students and provide resources, to ensure quality 
learning experiences, both scholastically and co-scholastically. Thus, to be a Rallian is to 
commit towards the holistic development of the student! 


